PRICE LIST

149 Spring Chase Circle
Altamonte Springs, Florida 32714
Tel: (407) 667-0371
Fax: (775) 254-6848
E-mail: info@orion-hitek.com
http://www.orion-hitek.com

BRONZE SITE -- $1,599.00
Up to 6 pages (customer provides proofed text in .RTF format on diskette or by email)
Up to 6 images (customer provides, including proof of copyright)
Custom-designed graphic elements, to include:
-----

up to 7 link buttons
1 logo (2 example designs provided, customer picks one)
up to 7 graphic titles
one background, as desired.

One customized CGI script mail form (provided hosting site supports this)
Interactive buttons
Customized Meta Tags to maximize search engine performance.
One time registration with the major search engines and directories:

NOTE: Package does not include hosting or maintenance fees. Client must provide
access to site, i.e., host name, ID and password. Orion HiTek, Inc. is not responsible for
host server failure or other catastrophic events associated with the site host or
communication lines.

This PRICE LIST is valid until December 31st, 2006.
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SILVER SITE -- $2,799.00
Up to 12 pages (customer provides proofed text in .RTF format on diskette or by email)
Up to 14 images (customer provides, including proof of copyright)
Custom-designed graphic elements, to include:
------

up to 7 link buttons
1 logo (3 example designs provided, customer picks one)
up to 12 graphic titles
1 background, as desired
up to 3 unique design elements

One customized CGI script mail form (provided hosting site supports this)·
Interactive buttons
Customized Meta Tags to maximize search engine performance.
One time registration with the major search engines and directories:

NOTE: Package does not include hosting or maintenance fees. Client must provide
access to site, i.e., host name, ID and password. Orion HiTek, Inc. is not responsible for
host server failure or other catastrophic events associated with the site host or
communication lines.

This PRICE LIST is valid until December 31st, 2006.
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GOLD SITE -- $5,499.00
High Content Package

Up to 25 pages (customer provides proofed text in .RTF format on diskette or by email)
Up to 30 images (customer provides, including proof of copyright)
Custom-designed graphic elements, to include:
------

up to 7 link buttons
1 logo (3 example designs provided, customer picks one)
up to 12 graphic titles
1 background, as desired
up to 3 unique design elements

One customized CGI script mail form (provided hosting site supports this)·
Interactive buttons
Customized Meta Tags to maximize search engine performance.
One time registration with the major search engines and directories:

NOTE: Package does not include hosting, maintenance or secure server fees. Client
must provide access to site, i.e., host name, ID and password. Orion HiTek, Inc. is not
responsible for host server failure or other catastrophic events associated with the site
host or communication lines.

This PRICE LIST is valid until December 31st, 2006.
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MAINTENANCE PACKAGE
Only for Bronze, Silver, Gold or Individual Packages

Monthly -- $95.00
Package includes:
Test, repair and update all links.
Correct typos, per customer request.
Add/Replace 1 page and 2 images.
Submittal to the major free search engines and directories

Weekly -- $95.00
Package includes:
Test, repair and update all links.
Correct typos, per customer request.
Add/Replace 1 page and 2 images.
Submittal to the major free search engines and directories

NOTE: Package does not include hosting. Client must provide access to site, i.e., host
name, ID and password. Orion HiTek, Inc. is not responsible for host server failure or
other catastrophic events associated with the site host or communication lines.

This PRICE LIST is valid until December 31st, 2006.
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HOURLY RATES

Consultation -- $129.00/hr
Graphic Element Design, FLASH -- $110.00/hr
Programming -- $75.00/hr
Image scanning, color correction -- $15.00 per image

Translation -- Bid Per Site Basis
Currently we are offering German-English translation. In the future we hope to add
Spanish-English and Italian-English.
Initial Consultation: free
Estimate --$500.00
If you sign a contract, that fee will be applied to the total fee.

This PRICE LIST is valid until December 31st, 2006.

